Michael Moore Vs. Capitalism: A love Story

For 20 years Michael Moore has examined one of my favorite topics: the horrific impacts of corporate America and the credit system has on the lives of Americans. Digging below the surface of the culprits, the American film maker with an Irish background doesn’t lose his temper describing the evils of capitalism.

He narrates with his sense of humor, while taking the viewer into uncharted territories, asking taboo questions that evoke a sense of outrage, which I believe is long overdue.

Thank God Moore has a sense of humor. It eases the spirit when you start thinking about the reality of the topic: Capitalism.

MM: That sounds like box-office death, doesn’t it? But that’s one of the reasons why I did it. Because I thought this is a challenge.

I believe that if you make a really good movie you could call it, “Shit Drying On The Wall” and people will go to see it, if they heard it was a good movie. Because people are always dying to see a good movie. Humor is the absolute thing in order to survive. Humor is a way to alleviate the darkness. I think humor is a lethal political weapon.

The Roosevelt footage in the movie is priceless. It makes Americans cry when they watch it, because we think about what could have been; that we could have had these things for 60 years.

AP: Where did the American dream go?

MM: It was sold to us based on the ideas of corporate America: banking, consumerism, politics. Let’s take a longer look at the night-marish price that families pay now by losing their jobs, their homes and their savings. It is like a sweet and promising love affair gone astray: lies, abuse, betrayal, inferior motives, various self serving agendas...and 14,000 jobs being lost every day.

AP: Does history repeat itself?

MM: We know that to be a fact from history classes in school. John Paul II said after the Berlin wall came down: “Even after communism is gone, there is another system that has its evils,” and he spoke against capitalism. We teach about the Holocaust so that it will not get repeated. But, something inhuman does not need to look like gas chambers. It can look like a love affair. Blinders on everyone, or human nature?

In “Capitalism: A Love Story” Moore points out that in America the top 1% have more financial wealth than the 99% under them combined. How crazy this will be to historians that we allowed this to happen. Wow! 1% ran everything and 99% ran around saying, Look at us, we’re free! We live in a democracy!

Will America Succeed? Uncensored with Oliver Stone

Oliver Stone is the master of controversial subjects in award winning movies; legendary provocateur, brilliant film maker, director, writer and producer. Somewhat of a rebel he is an influential visionary and prominent purveyor of uncensored contemporary political and cultural issues. Stone doesn’t beat around the bush on any issue. Why would he? He had his own battles to win not only as a war veteran awarded a Bronze Star for Gallantry and a Purple Heart, but as creative genius in Hollywood with a long list of films behind him, winning one Oscar after another; his first for “Midnight Express” in 1977—the beginning of his fame as a film maker. Other unforgettable movies included: “Salvador” starring Oscar-nominated James Woods; the Vietnam war film “Platoon” starring Charlie Sheen. William D’afoe, Tom Berenger, and Frances Quinn; “Wall Street” with Charlie Sheen and Michael Douglas focused on the world of tycoons and stock brokers; Tom Cruise in “Born on the Fourth of July” for which Stone won an Academy Award for Directing (his third win to date); the Academy Award-winning “Reversal of Fortune” which focused on Claus von Bulow (played by Jeremy Irons); and a long, long list that includes, “Natural Born Killers”, “The People vs. Larry Flynt”, “Any Given Sunday”, “The Day Reagan Was Shot”, “The Doors” and “ JFK” a movie that Stone considers the best of his films. It’s a wonder the man sleeps with reoccurring roles as writer, producer and director, Stone is now busy on the set of the new “Wall Street.” The cast includes Michael Douglas reprising his Gordon Gekko role 23 years later, Shia LaBeouf, Carrie Mulhigan, Frank Langella, Josh Brolin and Susan Sarandon.

I first met Oliver Stone at a party 13 years ago. Young and naive, I choked up in his almost regal presence. He seemed preoccupied as most geniuses are, burring a hole in your forehead with his eyes as he spoke. There was something humble and reserved about him, almost as if he just wanted to be left alone and away from the celebrity hype and work behind the scenes undisturbed. I never forgot it. Stone recently expressed his concerns about government, media and politics.

AP: What do you think about the current president and his administration?

OS: The question is: Is there a permanent government that makes people do things like go on with this War on Terror and War on Drugs? The thing is: We have to fix our own country; and we’ve said this for years. How do we break gridlock? How do we get healthcare? How do we get anything done? I’m wondering.

I am wondering too along with most Americans and the World! The richest, most advanced country on earth and we hardly do or say much anymore that makes any sense in what has become our day-to-day reality.